Q: As we head into the 2019 hurricane season, are there any curiosities that may contribute to a noticeable weather pattern? Maybe upon the Carolinas?

A: There are quite a few. Most interesting for the Carolinas, depending on a greater follow through is the Sun, Venus, and Mars conjunction occurring in August and September. It recurs every 32 years to this same location through further marked stretches of a greater 299 year cycle. Related landfalls here show in the year of 1891 to Florida, and 1955 twice to Cape Hatteras and once to inland Carolina-Virginia. Outside of these hurricanes, all others have been out to sea during these periods (as in 1923 and 1987.) To these that are called “fish storms” which became hurricanes and remained at sea when the Moon shows triangular form, either conjunct or trine with the Sun, Venus, Mars conjunction, but only to where also edging the same way with either Uranus or the nodal axis position. Among the too many to list combos that show storm intensity at sea is the one of Sun, Venus, Mars configured with either Uranus and/or a Node. One thing noted with many Category 1 or 2 Carolina landfalls is that these same six characters show either to near stellium of broader sectors or stellium to stellium trines. These landfalls also tend to have Saturn included as an indicator of landfall.

Q: What shows the difference with the major Carolina landfalls from the less intensity hurricanes?

A: For the Category 3 plus and heavy water hurricanes, they tend to show in the following way. They have the Sun, Moon, and North Node alter to multiple part configurations involving Jupiter and Saturn as well. Coupled with these are Mars and Uranus, prominently in hard or soft aspects. The heavy water storms have Mars with True Black Moon Lilith, plus a third, and angled with Uranus, also often including the North Node when strong. Note where the Sun, Moon, Jupiter, and
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Saturn favor septiles and hard aspects Though remember, in heavy flooding hurricanes, the eye is to Mars, Lilith, Uranus, and often to Venus.

Q: What are some examples of the heavy flooding hurricanes with these aspects?

A: Florence in 2018 (see chart) had Sun bi-septile Saturn where Jupiter, conjunct the Moon, was bi-septile the North Node. The Sun and Moon were sextile. The Sun was semi-square the North Node, and Jupiter was semi-square Saturn. Mars, South Node, and True Black Moon Lilith were conjunct to form a cross with the Venus-Uranus opposition.

Irene in 2011 had Jupiter square the Moon, and bi-septile Saturn, which was conjunct the Moon/ North Node Midpoint. The Sun was in opposition to the midpoint of Jupiter and the North Node. Uranus was conjunct Black Moon Lilith, tri-septile Venus, and bi-septile Mars, with Venus septile Mars. The South Node was at the midpoint of two conjunctions (Sun/Venus and Uranus/True Black Moon Lilith). The North Node is bi-septile both ends of the Venus to Uranus tri-septile.

Isabel in 2003 had Jupiter bi-septile the Node Node, with Saturn at the Midpoint septile both to where the Sun quintiles Saturn. The Moon quintiles Jupiter. Sun square Moon and trine the North Node/ Black Moon Lilith conjunction. The Mars/Uranus conjunction was opposing Jupiter.

Hugo in 1989 had Jupiter opposite Saturn and Neptune. The North Node as semi-square Saturn and sesqui-square Jupiter. The Sun was square the Moon. The Sun, Mercury, Mars, and True Black Moon Lilith form a stellium at the apex of a T-square with Moon opposing Uranus. Following is Venus, Uranus, and the North Node with consecutive septiles.

Gracie in 1959 had Moon and Venus square Jupiter. The Sun was conjunct the North Node, and both were square Saturn and septile Jupiter. Mars, which was conjunct Mercury, was sextile Uranus, where these two are further in octile formations.
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Q: The Carolina hurricanes you mentioned all went further inland, but what about those like Emily in 1993 with primary impact upon Cape Hatteras?

A: Well, Emily and such are weaker in connection on the two major Carolina points and tend to be marked by that which shows a high north-eastern location. Emily was wide to the Carolina points, yet shows a Full Moon roughly in a Moon, Venus, and Mars quintile arrangement that was similar to Sandy in 2012 which hit Atlantic City.

Q: What about Carolina tropical flooding in general?

A: Well, I already mentioned Mars, True Black Moon Lilith, plus a third in conjunction and angled with Uranus, as in Floyd in 1999. These same such four configured in septile arrangement, as seen in Matthew 2016. The two previous storms also had the lesser compliment of a Moon, Mars and Pluto conjunction. This three planet conjunction is common here, though it may show in different locations.

One final point I want to make about flooding, is with Florence in 2018, the Moon was conjunct Jupiter, quintile Mars/South Node, and that shows strong flooding as with a similar incident with Harvey in 2017, which had Moon conjunct Jupiter sextile the Mars/North Node conjunction. Notice this shows water intensity and not location as well. Things are certain that there's always something, large or small, going on, and the only question becomes,"Should we go surfing or not?"
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